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Newsletter Spring 2014
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Headteacher’s Letter

Dear Parents/Carers,
Once again I am delighted to share that we have
had a very full and positive term. It would also
be fair to say a very busy term where we are
working on a number of important areas to
improve the school. So it seems appropriate to
give this term’s letter the theme of “change and
improvement!”

Information system change
As I wrote to inform you earlier in the term we
are about to embark on a significant information
system change. During the last week of this
term we will be moving our whole school system
from Bromcom to SIMS. We hope very much we
have mitigated any possible problems but, as
with most things, we may encounter a few issues
along the way. This move however has given
rise to the opportunity
to review our current
ways of doing things.

feedback to help us shape the best possible way of
sharing information about your son or daughter’s
time at school.
It is our ambition in this coming year, and in line with
our newly acquired “Eco-school” Bronze award, to
move to a paperless reporting system where tracking
reports can be accessed via PCs, Tablets and
Smartphones.

Student Reports

Behaviour management and rewards

The most significant change resulting in this
move will be in the way we report on your son or
daughter’s progress.

Similarly the change to our new information system
means that we have had the opportunity to refresh
our behaviour management and reward work with
students. In the last week of this term we will be
rewarding student awards of credits for the last time
and after Easter we will launch our newly shaped
merit system. Students will be awarded merits by
their tutors and teachers for excellent efforts in class
and homework, positive attitudes to learning and
being a helpful member of our school community.
Staff began this term with a whole school training day
on an approach called restorative justice in dealing
with students when their behaviour has fallen short
of our behaviour code (please see the “St Crispin’s
Rights and Responsibilities Behaviour Code” on the
back page of this newsletter).
Our behaviour code has been developed with all
members of the school community including
students.

A pilot of our new system begins this summer
term and we have been very grateful to the
small group of parents who have helped guide
and shape our new approach. From now on you
will receive a termly tracking report. This is an
improved version of our present report which
we hope offers you helpful information in a
timely manner. I am sure that we are in
agreement that the sum of a young person
cannot be captured in data! Therefore as we roll
out our new process you will receive an annual
written report from your son or daughter’s tutor.
Over the period of the new reports’ pilot we
would welcome, and indeed encourage, your
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Headteacher’s Letter continued

Online information

The code highlights that whilst we all have basic
rights and expectations of school these can only
be delivered as we all take responsibility for our
actions. Our staff training centred on ensuring
our students understand that (as always) poor
behaviour has consequences.
However in
addition to setting sanctions we now deliberately
seek to have our students “reflect” on why the
incident occurred and how to do better next
time.
This approach
to behaviour
management
has
meant
that we have
developed a
new facility in
the
school
called “The
Reflection
Reflection
Room”. This is a room that has been developed
so that we can avoid using fixed term exclusions,
which lead to a young person being away from
school. I am sure that we agree it is rather a
perverse system where a serious sanction leads
to time away from learning and students staying
at home. Instead students who have seriously
infringed the behaviour code will remain on the
school site but will now be placed in our
Reflection Room, which has an earlier start, a
longer day and different supervised lunch and
break times from all other students, continue
their studies in silence and spend part of the day
reflecting on how to make things right in the
future.
This sort of restorative practice depends on the
correct communication between the member of
staff and the student and as such our present
warning system, which leads to a Head of Year
(Wednesday) or a Senior Leadership Team
(Friday) detention, will not work in the way which
we would want. Therefore from the start of the
summer term should your son or daughter’s
behaviour warrant a sanction in the form of a
detention this will be set by the classroom
teacher with whom the offence was committed.
You will be informed of the detention by way of a
detention sticker that will be placed in your son
or daughter’s planner. Parents and carers will be
given 24 hour notice of detentions after school.

Unfortunately, our move this term away from
Bromcom means that we lose our portal to “My
Child at School” for a period of time; this will be
replaced in September with a new system called
“Insight”. During the summer term we will be
sharing information with parents and carers on
how to log on and use the system in anticipation for
the new academic year. My sincere apologies that
for the term
ahead we don’t
have this facility
for your use, but
those of you
who appreciate
the perils of big
system changes
will appreciate
my drive to
have available
only helpful and
accurate information.
We are really pleased that during
this term we have refreshed and
improved our school website. I do
hope you have had the opportunity
to look at the new layout and hope that you find it
helpful in finding the information you require.
Please too, if you are able, join our school Twitter,
we have 500 followers at the moment and are
looking to grow!
A recent “tweet” would have been sharing the
news of our newly elected Head Boy and Girl Team.
I am delighted to introduce the new team: Head
Boy Jack Needham-Leech, Head Girl Alice Dean,
Deputy Head Boy Tobias Williams and Deputy Head
Girl Clidna Hennessy.

Head boy and girl team
My sincere thanks to our outgoing team who have
served the school so faithfully; each of the team
has exciting plans and futures ahead of them. Our
Head Boy Toby Wild will be embarking on
Mechanical Engineering at Exeter and our Head Girl
Liane Gannon plans to read Veterinary Medicine at
Nottingham University. Tash Wallum, Deputy Head
Girl, leaves us to study at Southampton University
and Deputy Head Boy Sam Shute plans to read
Business Management with Marketing at
Bournemouth.
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Headteacher’s Letter continued
You may have seen in the
local press an article about
the very significant number of families expressing an
interest for a place at St. Crispin’s for next September.
This is a lovely compliment to our school but I am very
aware that this may mean that we have some families
who have not yet secured a place for a sibling and we
feel just dreadful about that. You will know that as a
school we do not run our own admissions process but
instead this is dealt with by the Local Authority.
If you have any concerns, or indeed wish to follow the
Appeals process, please do contact the LA directly. In
our experience there is always turbulence between the
first offers and the places available for September so it is
my sincere hope we will be able to accommodate all
who wish to be with us over the coming months.

School admissions

I began this
term’s letter
with the theme of change and improvement
and, indeed, there is still much change afoot
that I am looking forward to sharing next
term including introducing a new student
planner, announcing the new “St. Crispin’s
Restaurant” with new school caterers, the renaming of our ICT department to the
Computing department, reviewing our
timings for work experience and much more!
Finally, I would like to wish everyone a lovely
and refreshing Easter.

New developments

Ginny Rhodes
Headteacher

Unveiling the blue plaque
The celebrations of St. Crispin’s 60th Anniversary
continued this term when the school was presented
with the blue plaque by members of The Wokingham
Society.
The plaque has been placed at the entrance to the
school and highlights the national importance of its
original design and features. It reads “St. Crispin’s
School. Influential, prototype school built by the
Ministry of Education.”
Ginny Rhodes, Headteacher, and pupils welcomed The
Wokingham Society to the school. Member, Peter Must,
said he was “delighted” the group had funded the
project. He said “We are delighted to help the school
celebrate its 60th anniversary and we hope that, by
providing a blue plaque to mark the event, we will assist
in reminding local people of the pivotal role that the
school played in the post-war provision of affordable
and amenable educational building.”
Ginny Rhodes and
pupils T Bradley,
11KW and J
Bennett, 9RD, with
members of The
Wokingham
Society

Teachers
have the...
Our teachers showed us they had the XFactor with their stage performances before
Christmas. Over the noise of pupils cheering,
hits by Olly Murs, Katy Perry and Lily Allen
were sung.
Pupils donated £1 to watch the show and
raised more than £400 for child
bereavement charity Daisy’s Dream.

Mr J Shepherd, Miss K Longhurst, Mr C Yeatman,
Mr A Inns, Mr R Blyth and Miss K Garrett presenting
their cheque to Angela Watson of Daisy’s Dream
(photo courtesy of The Wokingham Times)
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John Redwood MP visits St. Crispin’s
Local Conservative MP and
economist John Redwood visited
an A level Economics class on
Friday 8th March as part of his visit
to the school, and provided an
opportunity for students to
question him about current economic affairs.
Students asked insightful questions about rates of income
tax, the proposed tax on sugar and, a topic which Mr
Redwood has shown strong opinions on, the UK's
membership of the European Union. Mr Redwood, putting
political views aside, explained in detail the effects that he
expects these issues to have on aggregate demand and
gross domestic product in the county's macro economy,
which a section of the students' economics course focuses
on.
The class found it helpful to have the theories and
principles they learned applied to real-world situations,
and an interesting chance to see another view on current Geoff Wilde (Chair of Governors), Ginny Rhodes and
issues.
John Redwood MP
Michael Pritchard, 12NH

Follow our latest news
St. Crispin’s new website went live at the
beginning of March. We hope you will enjoy using
our new look site.
You can follow all the latest news
and events by vising our Twitter
feed, where we now have over 500
followers.

Alternatively, visit our Facebook page

Alternatively, visit our Facebook page.
Open to all over 13 years of
age.
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Biodiversity Area update
“Biodiversity starts in the distant past and it points towards the future”
Frans Lanting (Wildlife photographer)

At Easter
2013, the
Science
department moved into their new
block. However, after just a year, we
felt it was time to move back out
again… well at least for some of our
lessons. The Biology department has
been developing a biodiversity area
which we hope will provide several
outdoor opportunities over the next
year.
The aim of the biodiversity area is to
raise the presence of the numbers of
plant, bird, insect and even mammal
species around the school. This will
provide opportunities for both
classes and individuals to carry out
field work experiments from Year 7
through to 6th form. However, it will
not just be for set lessons, it will also
offer the chance for individuals to
carry out projects on the area, such
as extended project in the 6th form,
student leadership projects in Year 9
and science club activities at KS3.

One of our key aims will be to
section off the area and allow it to
grow to different stages of wildness,
which will allow comparisons to be
made, but also to provide an
opportunity to teach students about
how a process called succession
takes place. In addition, our newly
planted crop of trees, kindly
donated by the Woodland Trust, will
allow students to use tree
identification
guides,
whilst
encouraging wildlife as well. We
have recently placed several bird
feeders in the area which has led to
a very quick increase in the number
of
birds.
Unfortunately,
our
hedgehog house and bat boxes are
still looking for tenants!
Our next goal is to create a series of
outdoor posters, using the funding
from the PTA, to explain to students
and visitors, what is going on in the
area. This will be important because,
being a wild environment, it is not
always obvious what is going on and
our pile of logs may just
look like someone has
dumped a pile of logs by
the gate! In fact, decaying
wood is an excellent way of
encouraging many insect
species, several of which
will naturally control pest
species such as aphids.

Once
the
area
is
established, we will look to
obtain some benching to
offer a quiet space for
students to sit during the
summer time.
If you think you might be
able to help provide
resources for our area or
know of any schemes that
we could get students
involved with, then please
get in touch with Dr Rose –
rosed@crispins.co.uk

A gift for pensioners and the homeless
Over Christmas it's easy to become fixated on everything we're so lucky to
be blessed with and forget those who don't have much at all. The
pensioners party made us realise there are so many more people in our
community who we can reach out to, especially at this time of year. We
visited the local food bank in Wokingham the Friday before Christmas, with
a collection of donations from staff and students. We hoped these
contributions made a difference over the holiday period. Many thanks to
everyone who was involved, it was greatly appreciated!
Clidna Hennessy, 12ZP

E Harris, 12NH, C Hennessy,
12ZP, and V Holetic, 12ZP
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It began in Aprica………..
Years 8 & 9 go on a holiday of a
lifetime in beautiful Italy.

Above right: J Young, 9RWS, R Arbel, 9RD,
T Connor, 9RB, M Hepwood, 9RWS, C Penn,
9RB and M Harrington, 9RD

The ski trip to Aprica was amazing. The
ferry crossing was the worst bit as the waves were
horrendous. Once we got there we were all pretty
tired and we began to haul the luggage from the
hold into the hotel. After a dinner of pasta, we went
up to our rooms to see what was what. However
before we could lay our weary heads down on the
pillows we had to trek downstairs for our ski boots
and helmet fittings. After that long day of travel we
eventually drifted off to sleep in our beds.

comes close. All you want to do upon reaching the
bottom was venture back up. Although the nursery
slope was useful for fun and for learning the
fundamentals it wasn’t nearly as exhilarating as
skiing down the mountainsides.

Once again that night we had another evening
entertainment this time it was pizza at the local
pizzeria. Other evening entertainments included
bum boarding where you sledged down the nursery
slope that turned into more of a snowball fight to be
It was a shame that we didn’t get more sleep but a honest. Another evening activity was pizza night and
six thirty start it was all the same and it was to be also a night club night.
that time every morning from then on. After Before we knew it, it was all over and we were on
breakfast we found ourselves on the slopes. We the coach home. We were all inevitably sad but the
were left open mouthed at the beautiful snow memories we all have now are amazing and I’m sure
topped mountains that surrounded us. We soon it was a trip we shall all never forget.
split into groups based on abilities. For most of us,
despite the course at John Nike this was the first Michael Valdambrini, 8EJ
time our skis had made contact with the snow.
After a brilliant session of skiing we had more time
in our rooms and our supper. Best of all though we
had our first evening activity, karaoke! It was great
fun with even the teachers joining in. After another
good night’s sleep the teachers did their morning
routine of pulling us out of bed. Again we got onto
the slopes and carved and weaved down them.
Obviously we were all of different abilities and were
so at different stages but some people got to go
higher to the peak of the valley. That was where the
real fun undeniably was. There was nothing more
amazing than skiing down a seemingly endless run
side by side with breath-taking views. Nothing else

Mr N Webley, Mr J Shepherd, Mr A Inns, Miss
V Spofforth, Miss K Moran and Miss M Hill
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GSCE Certificates Evening
In the depths of winter, when most of us
were sheltering from the cold, Year 12
pupils and their families came together for
a celebratory evening.
It was an opportunity for pupils to collect
their GSCE certificates and enjoy a glass of
mulled wine and a mince pie.
"Celebrating every young person's achievement is really
important, it is a delight to invite in and share the night with happy
and proud parents!" Ginny Rhodes, Headteacher

“Without music, life would have been a mistake….” Friedrich Nietzsche
Carmina Burana at the
Royal Albert Hall
On Tuesday 11th March, 30
students from St. Crispin's School
joined with hundreds of students
from across Berkshire to perform
Carl Orff's Carmina Burana at the
Royal Albert Hall. Zoe Farrow recalls
the rehearsal process and the
evening of the performance.
"Performing at the Royal Albert Hall
was an incredible experience and
one I'll never forget. Having the
opportunity to sing in such a
prestigious venue was such a
privilege and I really didn't want to
leave. Collaborating with so many
other schools created a real sense of
teamwork and togetherness in
rehearsals which made the final
performance of Carmina Burana feel
even
more incredible. I feel
truly honoured to
have been part of
creating such an
amazing
sound and I
know I was
part
of
something
special!"
Zoe Farrow,
12NH

Spring Concert
On Thursday 20th March students
ranging from Year 7 all the way up
to Sixth Form took part in this
year’s spring concert.
“The concert involved soloists,
duets, bands and the school’s
music ensembles. As well as
performances from the Chamber
Choir and Orchestra there was a
preview of this year’s musical of
Hairspray. The cast performed the
song Nicest Kids in Town together
with the band.
The
concert
also
included
compositions from students at St.
Crispin’s. Will Barradale, 9RB,
performed his own song Sepia and
Lara Weaver, 11SWH, performed
her GCSE composition Circles of
my Life with Megan Howlett, 11JN.
The Chamber Orchestra played
The Great Gate of Kiev by
Mussorgsky and The Dark Knight by Zimmer/Howard.
The Chamber Choir sang two movements from
Maurice Duruflé’s Requiem which will be sung in its
entirety by the Chamber Choir on Saturday 29th
March at Christ Church in Reading.
Overall, it was a very enjoyable Spring Concert to be a
part of and to watch, but we will very much miss Miss
Mehmet’s input in our future performances and wish
her all the best for the future.”
Niall Casserly, 9AMH and Joe Barr, 13LD
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Mock Trial Competition
On the 15th of
March, 11 students
and one teacher
arrived at Reading
Crown Court. So as
to compete in the
annual Mock Trial
competition, going
up against 30 schools in the Berkshire area.
For months we had been preparing and fighting a
case involving possession of stolen goods in the
form of a bike. With our very own prosecution (for
the defendant being guilty) and a defence (for the
defendant to be cleared) teams.
Our first case was in the morning against the
Forest School, to which our prosecution team
would go against their
defence team. In that case
we won - yet it was very
difficult as both teams had
very good participants. Our
afternoon case then had a
strong win from our defence
team - with an almost
unanimous decision for the
defendant being not-guilty,
and going against a school in
the Maidenhead area.

Although these wins did not particularly matter
as we were actually being judged on our
professional conduct, preparation, what we
were wearing, how confident we were, whether
or not we referred to the other lawyers or
magistrates etc in a certain way.
After a nerve-wracking wait, we gathered in the
lobby of the Crown Court after our cases to hear
where we had come. We heard the announcer
say how the top two schools could go on to the
regionals in Birmingham Crown Court on the
10th of May. We did not expect this however,
as there were many famous grammar schools,
who were obviously very good. As in previous
years we had come around the half mark in
terms
of
the
winning
schools.
After hearing the names we paused after the
third winning school
was called out. It
wasn't us - so with
baited breath we
desperately hoped
that maybe, we
could be in the
finals? We were!

The pupils celebrate their victory

Rachel Espiner, 9CFL
and Ciara Coyle,
9AMH

Sixth Formers say thank you to Cancer Carers
company Rise To.

Hi, I’m E Osborn and I’m one of a
team of 6 (including H Kelsey, M
Pritchard, J Chard, N Bhoja and E
Barnes) from Year 12 who have
recently headed a campaign called
“Thanks to Cancer Carers” as a
challenge run by the enterprise

The campaign is to thank the
individuals and charities who help
those who have been affected and
are being affected by cancer, and
it’s doing this through a site where
you can leave your thank you
message. We tried to get as many
thank you messages as possible
before the deadline (23rd March) so
many
thanks to
all
who
contributed! Our site is here:
J Chard, 12ZP, M Pritchard, 12NH and
http://www.thanksto.com/
campaign/thanks-to-cancer-carers . E Osborn,12ZP
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Year 7 News
Cheesy Cheddar Gorge

On Tuesday 4th March 2014 Year 7 went on a
school trip to Cheddar Gorge in Somerset. We went
on this particular trip as part of our Geography
assessment. This helped us to see how limestone
solutions are formed.
We had to arrive at school at 8:30 to get on the
coach which we would be in for the next 2 hours.
When we arrived we were put into groups which
we stayed in for the rest of the day.
Our first activity was walking through the town.
Whilst we were doing that we had to draw a map
and label all of the shops and buildings there; this
was to help with the assessment we would be
completing at school.
After walking through the town we arrived at
Jacob’s Ladder. Jacob’s Ladder is a set of 274 steps

leading up to the
peak of a hill.
Once we got to the
top we had to climb
even more steps up
to the top of a metal
frame
building
which gave us a
breath-taking view
of
all
the
surroundings
and
answered
our
question as to why
it’s so popular. In the end we were all very tired but
amazed by the view of the landscape.
The next activity was in the cave. We were led by a
tour guide who told us all about the history of
Cheddar Gorge and how the cave was formed.
There we saw many spectacular limestone
formations and stalagmites and stalactites.
Afterwards we ate lunch and then went to the
Cheddar Museum. When we were there we wrote
down information to help with our assessment. It
was very interesting and we learnt a lot of facts
there and had to make a timeline of key events.
Luckily we had time to visit the gift shop and sweet
shop where we bought souvenirs and food to eat
on the coach on the way back.
Overall we had a great time at Cheddar Gorge and
learnt many things about
Cheddar.
Katie Murfitt and Grace Murphy,
7PSH
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Year 7 News
Our assembly was about crazes in Each Tutor Group in Year 7 was
the last year. We all picked a given the task of putting on their
Our assembly was on random acts of
different topic to talk about. Some own assembly. The topics that
kindness.
talked about selfies, minions, music were presented have been varied
We thought this was good because
and other latest trends.
and very enjoyable.
there is not enough kindness in the
We think our assembly went well
The
Tutors
have
been
very
world. We held up pictures showing
as everybody had something to say,
During this term, each tutor group were
pleased with how their group examples of some acts in the hope
we were well prepared and the
given the task of putting on their own
have worked together on this that pupils would be inspired to carry
speeches were in a good order.
assembly. The topics covered have been
out some of them.
All in all, we were happy with our task.
very varied and enjoyable.
assembly and felt we did very well. Mrs V Bunting-Palmer (Head of Jodie Ruel and Atul Vadlamani, 7SPR
Mrs Year
V Bunting-Palmer
(Head of Year 7)
Lucy Navarrete and Danielle
7)
Taylor, 7RAI
Our assembly was on Football 4
Africa, which was the charity we
chose and presented in our tutor
group. We split into four groups;
Research, Script, Visuals and The
Shirt Appeal. In form time we
worked on the different aspects of
the assembly. We told everyone
what Football 4 Africa raised money
for, and what they did with the
money which was raised. The
assembly went well with everyone
getting their lines right.
Robert Butterfield and Ryan Jones,
7JLY
Our theme was endangered
animals, which included tigers,
Asian elephants, white rhinos, ivory
billed woodpeckers, leather back
turtles and pandas.
We also had the choice to put on an
animal onesie but only two pupils
brought them in and they were both
gorillas.
We talked about how the animals
became endangered, where they
are usually found and what they
ate. Last of all we mentioned a
charity that would help them.
Aidan Hendry, 7PSH

Tutor Group
Assemblies
On 3rd of February we performed our
assembly on Go Green week. This is a
week where a group of university
students get together and help keep
the environment clean by doing lots
of different things: litter picking,
presentations to schools and other
things to raise our awareness of how
important it is to look after the
environment. Our assembly included
a role play, facts and a quiz. We even
had some sweets as prizes!! We
made posters and lots of other things
to make our assembly awesome.
Sarah Arran and Charlie Farr, 7LW

7KSH talked about the impact of
technology on behaviour. They wanted to
raise awareness that although technology
has positive benefits it has also had some
negative effects. They performed some
drama based activities to show the
negative impacts. One group showed how
an elderly lady nearly died because a boy
was so engrossed with a game he was
playing that he did not realise that the
lady had had a heart attack. Others
looked at the impact of social networking.
They showed the positive sides of how it
allowed people to keep in touch but they
also showed how it has led to an increase
in cyberbullying and people posting
inappropriate material online.

7SHA decided to talk about the
interesting area of Guinness world
records.
They all did research into particular
records which interested them, and
used photos of record holders to show
the year group everything from the
world’s shortest man, to the world’s
fastest pram.
They also set a challenge as to
whether anyone in the year group
could break a world record
themselves someday.
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Year 8 News
Drug and Alcohol Awareness
On
Tuesday
11th
March the Reading
based charity ARCADE
(Amethyst Resource
Centre for Alcohol and
Drug
Education),
hosted
“Into
the
Unknown”, a multimedia and interactive project for Year 8 pupils.
It was designed to increase awareness and practise
assertiveness skills in relation to drugs and alcohol,
whilst also being a fun learning experience.
Pupils were split into groups with the first focussing
on the dangers of alcohol and making a nonalcoholic cocktail. A second group looked at which
drugs they felt were the most dangerous and why.
The third group focussed on the risks and
consequences of drugs and how it could affect their
future lives and careers.
K O’Reilly, S Neale,
E Macedru, Y Tadewos,
A Harrod and C Palmer (all
8RS)

“Drug and Awareness Day was
a great experience to be
educated about all the
dangers out there. Not only
was it educational it was also
a fun day. The people that
came in did an amazing job at getting us to be fully
aware of all the risks and consequences of getting
involved with drugs.

Personally I think this is a very effective way to
raise awareness
for students and
help
prevent
them from getting
involved
with
dangerous things
such as drugs.”
Jasmin Howe, 8EJ

Independent Learning Day
become “Don’t Let Him In”.
K O’Reilly, 8RS

Thursday 6th March
was Year 8’s Focus Day, in conjunction with World
Book Day. Pupils were asked to work together in
groups and their task was to create a concept for a
children’s book and make a presentation which
‘sells’ their book. Tutor groups voted for their
favourite and then a final presentation was held in
the hall. The winners describe the day below:

“Our team were very dedicated as we
stayed in through lunch and break and most of us
were very artistic and creative. We allocated roles
to each other. I created the slide show, others
wrote the blurb and designed the posters and the
props.” E Macredru, 8RS

“I think the best thing about the day was the
“Our idea was based on Jack the Ripper and a independence and how we got to shape our ideas
horror/gothic genre. An unknown descendant how we wanted and to show it in a unique way.”
discovers he is related to the mass serial killer and Y Tadewos, 8RS
has to continue with his relatives deadly role. I
don’t know how we won, but we were very “I enjoyed the day because we were able to do what
proud!” A Harrod, 8RS
we wanted and use our imagination. We had to
manage our time so that we could get it
“I enjoyed the day because it allowed us to be very completely done and ready to present. Being able
creative. Our story was based on Jack the Ripper to take our stories and dreams and merge them
and some of it was from a nightmare I had from a together meant that our collaboration skills were
previous night. We extended and improved it to getting better.” S Neale, 8RS
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Year 9 News
Science & Technology Challenge Finals
The day was held at the engineering department
at Cambridge University.
We had to use Lego Mindstorm robots to
navigate a course with obstacles and objects to
pick up. To do this we had use sensors like touch
and light to navigate features of the course. We
then had to use a programing language called 'C'
to tell which outputs did what. Finally we all
tested our robots. Our robot was working well
until it did a wheelie and shutdown. Then there
was
a
prize
ceremony
presented by Hugh
Hunt a professor
where we came
third and received
a glass trophy!

After winning the
Reading Science and
Technology day with
two Garth people, we
were invited to attend
the South East Finals
held at Cambridge
University.
Our challenge was to
build and programme
30 year old Lego Mindstorm robots. We were given basic
programming and design booklets and had 2 hours to design,
build, programme and test. Our first attempts were not at all
successful, the programme didn’t run properly and as we had
limited adult help, this became a big problem.

Overall it was a
great day and we
learnt a lot.

In our final practice when we were being judged our robot
went in circles and did wheelies, much to the amusement of
everyone else. Somehow one of the judges saw our
successful attempt earlier so we got marked on that and came
third!!!!

Jack Bennett, 9RD

Ellie Harvey, 9AMH

Year 9 Gifted and Talented
take on University Challenge
Ten St.
Crispin’s Year 9
students
attended a
University
Challenge style
quiz that
covered STEM subjects (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths), at Charters School,
Ascot.
We performed well, being narrowly beaten by
the hosts and ahead of Ranelagh. All our
students had a good time and we’ll certainly be
putting another team forward to beat them
next year!
Mr A Rankine

School shows support for
Meir in Kenya
Friday 14th February,
was non-uniform day for
pupils at St. Crispin's in
return for a donation of
£1.00.
The School has been
supporting Meir, an
orphan in Kenya, to help
her through her first
year at Secondary School. Meir’s parents tragically
died which she was very young and she almost
wasted away living a horrific life on the streets.
Pupils managed to raised an impressive £959.00,
which will fully support Meir through her next year
of school.
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Year 10 News
Suited and booted at Enterprise Day
“The Enterprise Day
was great from the
start seeing so many
people dressed smart,
from three piece suits to
fitted blazers. It really
created
a
great
atmosphere for the day
ahead.

Winners of the day:
Tim Robertson 10JA, Todd Woods 10MHT,
Haydn Green 10AWS, Sam Dunks 10NWE,
Anesushe Gore 10AWS, Liam Field 10RME, Cody
Baker 10LHS and Aoife Acton 10JA

I liked how we
worked in groups. I
found it fun because we
worked with people we
didn’t know that well. I also
enjoyed how we had to do
problem
solving
and
puzzles. That was fun
because we had to work
against all the other teams
to try and win prizes. The
sweets were a very good
reason for all the groups to
try hard.

Awards were given for effort of attire,
outstanding contributions towards their team
The
activities
really
and being a positive influence throughout the
helped us learn to work
day.
together with people we
hadn’t met before which
is a skill we will need in
I found the activities
the work place. The thing
interesting and the people
I found most useful was
hosting it were very nice. I
learning about CVs and
also found it fun that we
that it is really important
didn’t have to wear our
how you present it. It was
school uniform and we had
a useful and enjoyable
to wear business clothes.
day and I’m glad I was
able to participate.”
Rishabh Sharma, 10AWS
Josephine Wright,
10AWS

I enjoyed Business Day
because it helped me learn to
I
personally
found
work with people that I
Enterprise Day to be a
didn’t know very well. The
positive experience. I Above: C Baker, K Funani, A Acton, L Field, H Green,
activities were fun and
A Gore, T Woods and T Robertson
believe I have gained
interesting and it was a really
some very important skills
Top right: B Claridge, 10MHT
beneficial experience. The
that would be invaluable
staff were really helpful and
to me for getting a job
friendly and I hope we get another day like this
and keeping it. The guests who came to the school
again.
were polite and well
James McEvoy, 10AWS
organised. The activities
were fun and exhilarating. I
I enjoyed the business day because we did a lot of
learnt a lot about myself and
different team work activities. I found it good and
I believe this is a good thing.
positive how we could find each other’s different
George Andrews, 10AWS
strengths and use them all to achieve the best we
can do. Alex Bojic-Aguilar, 10AWS
L Samways, H Green, C
Fairley and E Haggitt
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Year 11 News
Study Skills Day

we don’t actually have to re-write all of our class
notes but should use key terms to inform us.

We were also taught that to get the most out of
our study we need to create a revision schedule,
revise in small chunks so that we don’t overload
and take rest breaks. Our revision is important but
should also allow time for us to participate in other
One of the things we learnt was that simply enjoyable activities.
reading information over and over again is not the Our presenter was extremely good and very
best way to revise. Our presenter taught us how to enthusiastic. This rubbed off on our group as the
make up stories from our information so that it whole class got on well with him and were keen to
becomes relevant and easier for us to recall in listen and felt that we learnt a lot from him. Overall
exam situations. By the end of the day we were I found the whole day informative and enjoyable.
able to recall very specific pieces of information
that had been given to us during the morning
session! We also made mind maps and learnt that Dan Pearce, 11JHU
On the last trips day Year 11 had a study skills day.
Throughout the day we did a variety of different
tasks and activities that could improve how we
study for exams.

Prom tickets on sale now
Tuesday 1st July 2014
@ 7:30pm—11pm
St. Anne’s Manor,
Wokingham
DJ, buffet food, soft drink on arrival,
photographers, memento CD of Prom photos

On the 11th of February, the Year 11
photography students attended a trip to London
as part of their exam research.
In the morning they visited The Photographers’
Gallery, where they saw the work of Andy
Warhol, David Lynch and William S Burroughs.
They then spent the afternoon at The British
Museum, where they undertook a location
shoot and gathered further research from the
exhibits and displays.

Tickets priced at £32 which can be
purchased online or by cash/cheque to the office
labelled with students name tutor group and prom
2014.
Tickets need to be paid for ASAP or by Friday 2nd
May. They will be issued during the week
commencing Monday 5th May (if not before)
outside the library every lunch during that week.

You must have your ticket on arrival to
gain entry to the Prom
For queries please see Mrs West or Miss Brickell

Year 11 Leavers’ Day—Friday 9th May
2014
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Sixth Form News
After a tense couple
of
weeks
of
anticipation the new Head Team has at last been announced.
Their profiles and policies have been on display and then they went
head to head at ‘the hustings’ in which they delivered their
speeches in front of the other eager Sixth Form pupils.
Well done to all the contestants and many congratulations to the
below successful candidates.

New Head Team announced

Head Boy: J NeedhamLeech
"I feel that being elected

as a member of the
head team is a great
opportunity to voice the
opinions of students
that could otherwise go
unheard. I want to bring
a stronger sense of community to the sixth
form and improve upon the services given
for students that want more options other
than University. I feel privileged to be given
the role of head boy and will strive to
enhance the
educational and social
experience St. Crispin’s can offer."
Deputy Head Girl:
C Hennessy
“St. Crispin’s is such a
great school full of great
students.
I'm extremely thankful
and so proud to have
become a member of the head team and I
wish to make school life a happier and a
more inspiring place for everyone. I'm really
looking forward to being able to reach out
even more to fellow pupils to ensure they
have the best opportunities to reach their
potential and capture their talents.”

Head Girl: A Dean

“I couldn’t be more
pleased to have been
chosen as part of the
head team, and am
excited to ensure the
student voice is heard.
I’m looking forward to
finding innovative ways
to better prepare students for life after
school;
especially
providing
more
information to help us make decisions
about universities, gap years and alternative
options for further education.”

Deputy Head Boy:
T Williams
"Becoming a part of the
head team is hopefully the
start of a year of great
opportunities for all of us,
and a chance to really make
a difference to the school.
We already have so many ideas that we
can't wait to get started on, and I'm
especially excited to begin organising new
focus days, looking into economic
subjects such as mortgages and insurance,
areas in which the whole school could
benefit from learning about."

Year 13 Leavers’ Day Wednesday 7th May 2014
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Sixth Form continued….
Engineering for the future
Sixth formers visited the Magal
Engineering plant in Reading. At
the plant we met the production
manager who gave us a talk on
what they make at the plant. They
manufacture high specification components for cars
such as the Bentley and Land Rover Discovery as well
as the London taxi. They can compete with cheaper
imports because of their superb quality control record.
During our visit we saw components being made using
manufacturing techniques such as using injection
moulding, compression moulding and forming
techniques using computer aided manufacture. We
were all impressed with the tour and found the talk by
the production manager very informative, in particular
information on career opportunity in the engineering
sector.
Mrs A Beglin, Teacher of Technology

Textiles
students
had the exciting opportunity to
attend the Club to Catwalk exhibition at the
V&A in London.
The displays were based on the creative
explosion of London fashion during the 1980s.
Through more than 85 outfits, the exhibition
showcased bold and exciting new looks by the
most experimental young designers of the
decade
including
Betty
Jackson,
Katharine Hamnett
and John Galliano.

Pupils meet John Bercow

Level 3 BTEC visit to Dawnus Construction

On Thursday the 13th of March, a group of
sixth formers went to St Mary's School in
Ascot to listen to John Bercow, speaker of
The House of Commons. The students
learned about the role of the speaker in
presiding over the debates in the House,
and how it has evolved over time. The
students were also able to ask questions,
creating interesting responses from Mr
Bercow on topics such as conduct and
equality in politics.

In January we had the
opportunity
to
see
the
developments that are starting
to take place with Wokingham
regeneration. We visited the site
that Dawnus Construction Ltd
are currently developing in
Wokingham town centre. We had a visit round the site
where we saw the progress of the flats above Boots and
Clarks. We also gained an insight into the complexities of
health and safety for the construction company. Not only
do they have to ensure that all contractors they use have
completed detailed risk assessments – they also have to
consider the public foot traffic that moves very close to
the site. There is a permanent health and safety officer on
site to ensure that all regulations are adhered to.
Job opportunities were also discussed and one career that
interested me was the Estimator. The job involves costing
a project and ensuring that the bid put in by the company
was correct. Although I think if you got things wrong you
could be in big trouble!
Mrs A Beglin, Teacher of Technology

Herbert Makosa, 12ZP and Michael
Pritchard, 12NH
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Sport News
Year 8 Indoor Athletics
St. Crispin’s School hosted the Wokingham Schools Indoor
Athletics competition in December. The competition was a huge
success with five Wokingham Secondary schools sending teams of
boys and girls along to compete. Competitors were put through
their paces in throwing, jumping and running events to win points
for their school team. St. Crispin’s Year 11 GCSE students ran the
competition as part of their GCSE course, organising and
officiating all of the events to ensure the smooth running of the competition. The girls’ team came 2nd
overall and the boys’ team 5th after fighting hard against some strong competition.

Trampolining success
The school took 13
pupils across Years 711 out to a district
trampolining
competition where
we were the top
placed school!
All of the pupils
were excellent but
there were only 12 qualifying spaces for the next
round; however we managed to secure 8 of those
places which is fantastic! The students will go on

Judo determination

to represent Wokingham at the Berkshire Schools
Games Trampolining Competition.
Many congratulations to:

Katelyn Dale, 7KSH
Mia Noone, 8CY
Hana Kydd, 8RS
Rebekah Blackman, 8EJA
Emilia Whitton, 9RB
Branner Thompson, 9ND
Aoife Acton, 10JA

C Jones, 8RS Advance class competitor.
“I have been competing for Pinewood Judo club since the age of 6.
This year I have entered 3 contests and have won the
following medals: “
Gold in my own weight group and bronze in one
weight group higher at the Goole under 12, under 16
and under 21 open championships in Yorkshire.
Fought 4 fights (winning all)
Gold in my own weight group at the South of
England open green belt and under championships
(K2 Crawley).
Fought 3 fights (winning all)
Silver in a mixed weight group in which I was the
lightest by 9kg at the Bedminster Judokwai contest in
Bristol.
Fought 5 fights (won 4).
WELL DONE!
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PTA News
It’s time to empty
your
wardrobes,
garages, and lofts and come and sell all your
unwanted items at our Car Boot Sales. We typically
run four a year, so please do come along and
support us and make a nice bit of money too!

With sitting space for students at a premium at
lunch & break times, the School has asked the PTA
to fund new picnic benches around the school
grounds and in particular outside under the covered
area of the new science block. This should help
alleviate pressure on the dining hall and existing
We will be out front in St Crispin’s car park. covered seating areas.
Everybody welcome, no booking required!
We also fund “nice to have” items or projects for all
departments within the school. This term the P.E.
The first 2 dates are:
department has requested more girls’ sports kit,
st
such as match shirts and skorts for the netball and
Bank Holiday Monday 21 April
hockey teams and a volleyball net so that they can
Sunday 25th May
increase their sports offering to the students. The
Catering department have also requested a
Between 12 & 3pm
“visualiser” system to aid in the assessment of
students work and student self-evaluation.
Our existing
How we spend PTA money mini buses None of these projects or items could
are still holding their own, so at present, there is no
be funded without your donations
need for the PTA to reserve a large chunk of money
and support, so a BIG thank you to
to pay for a new one. We are however keeping
some in reserve, which we can add to over the next
you all!
year so that we are ready “just in case”.

Car Boot Sales

Term Dates 2014

Quiz Night
Thank you to everybody,
both teachers and parents
for making Quiz Night such a
great night. It was fantastic to see so many of
you there. A BIG thank you to Paul Sibley for
being Quiz Master and to everyone who helped
out and made it such a big fundraising success.
We had a tie for first place: The Humanities
Department had to share the title this year with
the Office/Support staff team!
Congratulations to
you both!
We look forward to
seeing you all again
next year!

Summer Term
Tuesday 22nd April—Friday 23rd May
Monday 2nd June—Tuesday 22nd July

Half Term
Monday 26th May—Friday 30th May

Autumn Term
Thursday 4th September—Friday 24th October
Monday 3rd November—Friday 19th December

Half Term
Monday 27th October—Friday 31st October

Friday 4th April - last day term. Pupils finish at 12.40pm. Bus pick up at 12.50pm
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St. Crispin's Performing Arts departments present the 60’s hit

After this year's successful
production of Chicago we
thought we were ready to
have a break from
musicals, however this
only lasted about a day
before we were all
bursting to share our ideas
for the next one! We
consulted
with
the
students about what they
would like to do, and as always they were quick to
share their ideas! It was important for us as
directors to continue to produce contrasting work
that will challenge the creativity of the whole
company.

expectations, whilst being
great fun. For us its strength
is that it is light hearted and
enjoyable yet still deals with
serious issues that young
people can relate to today:
how do I fit in? What
happens if I don’t conform
to the norm?

Hairspray is set in 1960s
Baltimore, America and the
central character is Tracy Turnblad. It is Tracy’s
dream to perform on the Corny Collins Show, and
in her quest for stardom she encounters love,
prejudice and friendship. This funny, warm and
relevant story is accompanied by an incredible
Hairspray is for us a natural choice as it deals with musical score. Many of the songs are well known
serious issues, such as racism in 1960’s America, including ‘You Can’t Stop the Beat’, and ’Nicest
and the issue of conforming to society’s Kids in Town’ which was recently performed at
the Spring Concert.
We are looking forward to the rehearsal process
and look forward to sharing our next musical
adventure with you in the summer!
SEE THE PERFORMING ARTS BOARD &
TWITTER FOR MORE INFORMATION

Book cover design talent
“The aim of the Bookbuzz competition was to
design a book cover. In
Year 9 we had all been
given a free book which
we could choose from a
selection.
I
chose
‘Butterfly Summer’ by
Anne-Marie
Conway,
which is about a girl
called Becky who moves
far away from home.
When she finds a photo
under her Mum’s bed,
everyone seems to be
keeping secrets but she
finds a friend in the butterfly garden called RosaMay. At the end, Becky finds out all the secrets

and the story twists unexpectantly.
I decided to put a girl falling into the water on my
cover, due to the ending of the story and lots of
butterflies!
The
winner
of
the
competition would get to
meet the author of your
book, but unfortunately I
was only runner-up. I still
got to choose a book from
the earlier selection. This
time I chose ‘My Best friend
and other enemies’ by
Catherine Wilkins. The
competition was out of
hundreds of schools, so I
guess I’m pretty pleased
with being runner-up!”
Ellie Stevenson, 7KSH
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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Key Criteria

Essential

I have a right
to feel safe
and
protected

and a
responsibility to
look out for
others

Desirable









I have a right
to learn

and a
responsibility to
do my best at all
times






I have a right
to be
respected as
an individual

and a
responsibility to
respect others as
individuals

I have a right
to be heard

and a
responsibility to
listen to others

I have a right
to use school
property and
facilities when
appropriate

and a
responsibility to
look after my
school
environment













I will not bully or intimidate others and will report any
concerns regarding my, or others, safety
I will behave appropriately in school
I will behave appropriately to and from school
I will not bring dangerous or harmful items into school

I will attend school and be on time for registration and
lessons
I will bring the right equipment and my bag to school
I will not prevent others learning
I will complete class and homework to the best of my
ability
I will be polite to and cooperative with any staff member
I will accept the consequences if I do not meet my
responsibilities

I will treat others as I would want to be treated and
respect their beliefs, viewpoints and individuality
I will follow the school uniform rules
I will ask for and receive support if I need it from staff
members

I will listen to and speak to others politely
I will have my views respected and taken into account

I will not damage school or other people’s property
I will look after rooms and furniture and leave them tidy
I will ensure that I put litter in bins
I will respect the school community

